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October 16th

19:00
Inter Arts Center, Red Room
Ars Nova Ensemble

October 17th

19:00
Inter Arts Center, Red Room
Double Trouble
Concert with Irene Bianco

October 23rd

17:30
Inter Arts Center
Sant’Efisio sound installation
Opening

19:00
Galleri 21
Carte Blanche
Concert with Felicita Brusoni

October 24th

14:00 - 22:00
Inter Arts Center
Sant’Efisio sound installation

19:00
Inter Arts Center, Red Room
Eventuell.human
Concert with eventuell. | duo 

October 30th

19:00
Galleri 21
Concert with 
Ruben Mattia Santorsa

October 31st

19:00
Bastionen
In C / Seascapes
Concert with Ars Nova and 
guests

Tickets: 

kulturcentralen.nu 
or at the door

50kr



SOUND SPACES was born in 2018, with 
the aim to provide the city of Malmö 
with new music, opening up the ears and 
minds towards the most cutting-edge 
international sound-based creation.

SOUND SPACES is an open window 
towards nowadays post-classical music 

world, with internationally active composers and sound artists who are 
invited to create and perform, infusing different spaces of Malmö with their 
art. This year has been special, with many restrictions due to the pandemic, 
and we also were affected having to postpone our festival last spring. But 
finally we are able to make it happen!

It’ll start all off at Inter Arts Center with Malmö’s own Ars Nova ensemble, 
the only active new music ensemble in Southern 
Sweden. This year Ars Nova will offer a new program 
where gigants as Rebecca Saunders and George 
Crumb share spaces with Jonatan Sersam, Suzanne 
Farrin and Danish composers Mette Nielsen and Ivar 
Frounberg.

Inter Arts Center will also house a concert by 
Irene Bianco, a shooting star percussionist based 
in Copenhagen, and an extremely rich show by 
eventuell. | duo, a saxophone duo from Switzerland, 
transforming and manipulating electronically live 
sound into something very much of their own.

After last years’ success we are glad to announce that the collaboration 
with Galleri 21 is still on, with two concerts happening in its cosy rooms: 
Italian soprano Felicita Brusoni offers a solo concert, including a truly 
experimental piece by Michael Edgerton, recently appointed professor at 
Malmö Musikhögskola. One week later, Berlin-based Ruben Mattia Santorsa 
will present a solo guitar programme, both classical and electric. All this 
will happen among Kristina Skantzes humanoid sculptures.

The Festival will be closed by a special event at Bastionen, with Ars 
Nova Ensemble welcoming several musician guests. To find out what we 
prepared for you just jump to the relevant page of this booklet! 
Last but not least, don’t miss “Sant’Efisio”, a sound installation by a 
collective of six composers who delved into Sardinian traditions, between 
religion and folklore. The installation will be open on the 23rd and 24th of 
October at Inter Arts Center.
Welcome to the 2020 
edition of Sound Spaces.

//Hertzbreakerz



• ARS NOVA ENSEMBLE •

October 16th, 2020 - 19:00
Inter Arts Center, Red Room

Ars Nova Society was originally founded in 1961 as an association 
for contemporary music and played an important role in the 
independent musical life of southern Sweden and especially 
in Malmö. Contextually, in 1986 an ensemble devoted to the 
performance of new music was formed gathering freelance 
musicians as well as members of the Malmö Symphony Orchestra. 
Ars Nova Ensemble released two CDs (“Contemporary Swedish 
Music” – 1991; “All Digital” – 1995) and went on tour in Sweden, 
Denmark, Poland and Germany.
After few years of inactivity, in 2017 the ensemble was enriched 
with a new generation of performers from Malmö, who gave fresh 
impetus to its life and in 2018 it reached its final formation: Agata 
Tuchołka, flute; Natalie Eriksson, clarinet; Madalena Rodrigues, 
violin; Hillevi Hillerud, cello; Francesco Del Nero, piano; Jonatan 
Sersam, piano; Alessandro Perini, electronics.



Photo: Natalie Eriksson

Music by:

Jonatan sersaM

ivar Frounberg

suzanne Farrin

Mette nielsen

rebecca saunders

george cruMb



• DOUBLE TROUBLE •
Irene Bianco

October 17th, 2020 - 19:00
Inter Arts Center

Irene Bianco is an eclectic percussionist and a curious artist that 
loves to cross boundaries and experiment between different music 
genres. As passionate performer of contemporary and avant-garde 

music, she received in solo the second Prize at the international 
competition for Contemporary Music “Città di Treviso” and 

performed at festival and courses such as Plus Percussion festival 
(Stockholm), Trestenice Symposium (Czech Republic), Impuls Graz 

(Austria), Time of Music (Finland), Pulsar Festival in Copenhagen, 
Chigiana International Summer Festival (Italy), Astaper (Poland) 

and she was one of the six selected percussionists in residence at 
Bang on a Can 2019 in North Adams (Usa).

Irene studied percussion in Italy and in Denmark, 
graduating with a Master at The 

Royal Danish Academy in 



Copenhagen 
and recently had 

her debut from the Solist 
Class at Syddansk Musikkonservatorium 

in Odense. She is based in Copenhagen and working 
as freelancer in different chamber ensemble such as Damkapellet 

Collective and NidiDuo. Her music interests includes improvisation, 
electronics and composition.

PrograM

alessandro Perini

Epicentro 
for one performer with contact microphones, amplified piano and 

vibration motors

silvia borzelli 
4 amazing stories

(I and III)
solo percussion

valeria MiracaPiglio, doMenico villani

Cognitive failure

niklas ottander 
Lazer hook

silvia borzelli 
4 amazing stories

(II and IV)
solo percussion

Paulina sundin 
Shards 

for glass objects and electronics

In collaboration with FST and Kulturbryggan



Felicita Brusoni (b. 1986 in Sarzana, La Spezia, Italy) began her 
journey into music by taking piano lessons at the age of 7. Then, 
when 14 years old, she started to take singing lessons, both in 
Italy and in France. She studied opera singing at the R. Accade-
mia Filarmonica in Bologna (Italy) while doing an undergraduate 
course at the University of Bologna (she obtained a Bachelor’s 
Degree in DAMS – Disciplines of Arts, Music and Performative 
Arts, in 2010). Then, she earned a Bachelor’s Degree (2014) 
in Singing, and a first-class Master Degree (2017) in Vocal 
Chamber Music (focused on Lieder and contemporary music 
repertoire) from the “Giacomo Puccini” Music Conservatory 
in La Spezia (Italy). In the same Conservatory in 2010 she 
began to study the French horn.

She is now honing in contemporary singing with Nicholas 
Isherwood and Alda Caiello.

Through collaborations with composers and attending 
different labs focused on contemporary music (like 
the LabMusCont based in La Spezia or SMNMP – San 
Marino New Music Project based in San Marino, where 
she worked with Nicholas Isherwood), she started to 
explore the melting of different languages, incor-
porating various components in her performances, 
from visual arts to electronics. Over the last years, 
she started to work with sound, video, graphic no-
vels and visual artists.

Besides national and international performances and 
concerts, opera theatres hirings and contemporary music fe-
stivals, she has sung several premieres of contemporary music. She 
has worked together with composers such as Luisa Antoni, Pasqua-
le Corrado, Alvin Curran, Gerardo De Pasquale, Michael Edward 
Edgerton, Federico Favali, Vinko Globokar, Andrea Nicoli, Ketevan 
Scheipner.

In 2018 she won the “Best Singer” Prize at San Marino New Music 
Project for her performance of the piece for solo voice Jenseits der 
Sicherheit by Vinko Globokar. According to the composer, this was 
the best performance ever of the piece.
In 2019 she won, in duo with Victor Andrini (bass), the “Special 
Jury” Prize for the performance of Indianerlieder by Karlheinz 
Stockhausen at “Note tra i calanchi” Festival in Bagnoregio, Italy.



PrograM:

gabriele Manca  3 caPricci - solo voice

andrea nicoli   seMPri ‘cca sugnu - voice and electronics

kaiJa saariaho  FroM the graMMar oF dreaMs - voice and

    electronics

Michael edward edgerton anaPhora - solo voice 

 • FELICITA BRUSONI •
Carte Blanche

October 23rd, 2020 - 19:00
Galleri 21



• SANT’EFISIO 
SOUND INSTALLATION •

  October 23rd, 2020 - 17:30 (opening)
Inter Arts Center

October 24th - 14:00-22:00

The feast of Sant’Efisio is the most important religious procession 
in Sardinia. It takes place every year on 1 May, uninterruptedly since 
1657. It is said that in 1656 the inhabitants of Cagliari prayed Sant’E-
fisio to defeat the terrible wave of plague, spread on the island 
since 1652. The municipal administration of Cagliari then made a 
vow to the saint: if he managed to defeat the plague, every year 
there would be a procession and celebrations in his honor, starting 
from the district of Stampace, until you get to Nora, where the saint 
had been martyred. In September of the same year, the heavy rains 
made the plague disappear, and from the following year until today, 
on 1 May, the vote made is respected. To take part in the parade, 
groups of people arrive in Cagliari, dressed in traditional clothes, 
coming from all 
over Sardinia. 
For a few hours 
the city center is 
filled with sounds, 
colors and musi-
cal traditions of 
the whole island.



The association Amici della Musica in Cagliari, 
with the project Tradition and Modernity, has 
been proposing for some years, the presenta-
tion of the most important musical traditions 
of Sardinia and has also started a contempo-
rary reflection on some of these. Hence the 
idea under the Erasmus Plus project “The 
soundscape we live in” to propose the con-
temporary reinterpretation of some monumen-
ts of the identity heritage of Sardinia. Specifi-
cally, it was decided to promote registration 

of the sounds of Sant’Efisio festival, with a group of 9 people who 
have seen the procession from different locations. 

PrograM:

Marco Dibeltulu

Microclimate III (3’16”)

Sounds are recorded by Lucio Garau e Gilles Malatray

Bernard Fort

Fragments of procession (3’19”)

Sounds are recorded by Marianna Murgia

Lucio Garau

Horses 2017 (3’16”)

Sounds are recorded by Manfredi Clemente; Antony Clerc; Lucio Garau; Gilles Malatray; 

Mariana Viera

Theodoros Lotis

Cagliari more (3’40”)

Sounds are recorded by Manfredi Clemente, Lucio Garau e Gilles Malatray

Francesco Giomi

Untitled (2’32″)

Sounds are recorded by Man-

fredi Clemente, Lucio Garau e 

Gilles Malatray

Project idea by Enrico Garau

Artistic supervision Lucio Garau

Technical supervision Riccardo Sarti



• EVENTUELL.HUMAN •
EVENTUELL. | DUO

October 24th, 2020 - 19:00 
Inter Arts Center

The swiss duo eventuell. was founded in 2015 by Manuela Villiger 
and Vera Wahl. These musicians passionately dedicate themselves 

to contemporary music and its adequate performance. As an 
open-minded and experimental duo, eventuell.‘s performances 

are not limited to saxophone works, but to any kind of art 
performance including light and video staging. In addition to 

the auditive dimension, the duo is seeking to provide a further 
visual dimension to its audience and create a visual space to the 

musical performance. Eventuell is pursuing the making of a unique 
statement through its performances. The young musicians not only 

deal intensively with the questions of their themes but also try to 



look for personal answers to the questions raised. Confronting the 
audience with these complex questions about society and helping 

them finding a possibility to cope with these is another principal 
aim of their performance. Besides writing their own pieces, the 

performers collaborate closely with associate artists and renowned 
composers on new works and ideas. Throughout the creating 

process of a new work the ensemble gathers new impulses from 
other artists and has the chance to premier a multitude of new 

works by composers such as Jorge Sanchez-Chiong, Emilio Guim, 
Julian Siffert or Loïc Destremau.In 2019 the duo launched with 

“eventuell. connected” a new concert concept in which the duo 
intensifies its collaboration with promising young composers and 

premiers every year a whole program written by two international 
composers.

The starting point of “eventuell. human“ lies in long discussions 
about the philosophies of being a human as an individual but also 
of being a performer and about a possible resulting contradiction. 

The duo centers the physical, psychic, emotional, biological and 
libidinous aspects of mankind in their new program and tries to 

find ways to give importance to all these universal needs in their 
performance. Quoting from the manifesto „The New Discipline“ by 
Irish composer Jennifer Walshe: “Perhaps we are finally willing to 

accept that the bodies playing the music are part of the music, that 
they’re present, they’re valid and they inform our listening whether 
subconsciously or consciously. That it’s not too late for us to have 
bodies.“ Therefore the bodies of the artists are often neglected or 
figuratively even made invisible in today‘s performance practice - 
the only purpose of the performing artist is to carry out precisely 
whatever action is asked for. The body is of minor importance to 

the content but much more acts as the executor. This collides with 
the fact that the performers body is his only way to express himself. 

So, how can a performer truly express himself without losing the 
connection to his own body as a human being?

“eventuell. human” is the first program conceived, composed and 
produced entirely by Vera Wahl and Manuela Villiger. With the help 
of body sensors, live electronics, video, light and performance, the 

music merges into a continuous work - located between concert, 
music theatre, emotional statement of the performers, political 

discourse and documentation. With “eventuell. human” the duo 
offers an intimate insight into their inner view and their perception 

- altering and/or overlapping between being human and being a 
performer.



• RUBEN MATTIA 
SANTORSA •

October 30th, 2020 - 19:00
Galleri 21

Ruben Mattia Santorsa is an Italian classical and electric guitarist. 
Contemporary music is currently at the heart of his work and his 

artistic manifesto. He firmly believes that through it we can convey 
a message of openness, acceptance and social, political and cultural 
renewal, much needed in today’s society. His activity has led him to 

hold concerts and lectures in Europe, the United States and South 
America, in places such as the Northwestern University of Chicago, 

the Conservatoire national supérieur de musique et de danse de 
Paris, the Elbphilarmonie 

in Hamburg, the KKL in 
Lucerne, the Italian Institute 
of Culture in Vienna and the 

Centro Cultural de Belém 
in Lisbon. Crucial to his 

artistic growth is his work 
with young composers and 
with figures such as Helmut 

Lachenmann, Rebecca 
Saunders, Salvatore 

Sciarrino, Luca Francesconi.
He has played with 

conductors such as Sir 
Simon Rattle, Enno Poppe, 

Marin Alsop, Matthias 
Pintscher, Sir George 

Benjamin and Peter Eötvös, 
and among others with 

orchestras and ensembles 
such as the Lucerne Festival 
Academy Orchestra, Radio-
Symphonieorchester Wien, 

the Mosaik Ensemble, the 
MDI Ensemble and the 

Photo: 



Contrechamps Ensemble in festival like Milano Musica, Lucerne 
Festival, Wien Modern.

He did the premiere of “Zero Fromula”, a concerto for electric 
guitar and orchestra by Luca Francesconi, with the Metropolitan 

Orchestra of Lisbon under the baton of Pedro Amaral. Committed 
to the project of recording contemporary music to create an 

accessible historical archive for the musicians of the future, he 
released a CD, “Set7”, with the Austrian label Kairos on the music 

by Maurizio Pisati, which he recorded with seven friends and 
musicians. He has also collaborated on projects recorded for the 

labels Stradivarius and Neos.
His musical education has been enriched and shaped by Yaron 

Deutsch, Walter Zanetti and Elena Càsoli, all mentors he met 
during his studies at the Darmstadt Ferienkurse, the 

Conservatory of Bologna and the Hochschule der 
Künste in Bern , where he attended the Master 

Specialized in Soloism.

In collaboration with 
Kulturbryggan

PrograM 
t.b.a.



• IN C /  SEASCAPES• 
Ars Nova and guests

Bastionen
October 31st, 2020 - 19:00

A special event of this year’s edition is the 
closing concert at Bastionen, the heart of 

independent theatre in Malmö. Here a sort of 
live sound installation by Terry Riley will take 

place. The american minimalist invented a 
machine-like jam session called ”In C”, written 

for any instrumentation. 

Ars Nova Ensemble welcomes several musician 
guests to realize this apparently simple score, 

spread out in the entire theatre

Guests:

Peter Wilgotson
Jakob Riis
Ida Höög

Federico Tramontana
Alberto Cavallaro
Johannes Nästesjö



 Natalie Erikson
Johannes Nästesjö

Ida Höög

The second part of the concert 
focuses on solo instruments. Thanks 
to Ida Höög we will enter Romitelli’s 
marine ”Seascape”, a masterpiece  

for amplified double bass recorder. 
On top of this, three world premieres: 

two written by Henrik Denerin and 
Jonatan Sersam, for double bass, 
performed by Johannes Nästesjö; 

and a solo piece for motorized 
clarinet and live electronics by 

Alessandro Perini, performed by 
Natalie Ericsson.

In collaboration with FST and 
Kulturbryggan



Hertzbreakerz

Francesco Del Nero
Alessandro Perini
Jonatan Sersam

Ars Nova Ensemble

Natalie Eriksson
Hillevi Hillerud

Francesco Del Nero
Alessandro Perini

Madalena Rodrigues
Jonatan Sersam
Agata Tuchołka

tickets 50kr 
www.kulturcentralen.nu

WWW.HERTZBREAKERZ.WORDPRESS.COM
WWW.ARSNOVAENSEMBLE.WORDPRESS.COM
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www.facebook.com/hertzbreakerz
www.instagram.com/hertzbreakerz

www.twitter.com/hertzbreakerz


